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A B S T R A C T

We show theoretically and also through actual records

that variations in air/surface temperature and associated

meteorological parameters take place in three different

states termed herein "state 1", "state 2" and "state 3".

For a given place, one of the two states (ie. states 1

and 2) is accompanied by high (or increasing) rainfall

while the other atate is accompanied by relatively small

(or decreasing) rainfall. Systematic switching from one

state to another does take place at several places

under physical conditions detailed in the text. Available

evidence indicates that inter-state switching between

states 1 » 2 i s primarily caused by the 11-year solar

cycle and some of those other cycles responsible for

variations in the solar energy incident onto the earth-

atmosphere system. Finally i t is shown that one of the

possible causes of double sunspot cycle variations in

meteorological parameters i s Inter-state swit-

ching between state 1 and state 2. This conclusion is

both consistent with and supported by past observations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Variat ions in severa l meteorological parameters

a t speci f ied loca t ions take the fcrm of time-dependent

amplitude-modulated s t ruc tu re s together with t h e i r scaled
1—4

second and higher powers . The modulating s igna ls

in these s t ruc tu re s are generated by the well known

var ia t ions in the inc ident so la r energy mostly due to

2 7-day so l a r r o t a t i o n s , seasonal changes, changes in

so la r a c t i v i t y (eg. as manifested by sunspots) and the

Mllankovitch cyc les . However, the c a r r i e r s igna l s in

these s t ruc tu re s and the nonl inear i ty of the e a r t h -

atmosphere system are var iable with time, giving the

impression tha t the corresponding meteorological va r i a t i ons

may not adhere to only one " s t a t e " of amplitude modulation.

In t h i s case, we define a " s t a t e " of an amplitude

modulated s t r uc tu r e as a s i t u a t i o n in which, due to

spec i f i c conditions imposed upon i t s c a r r i e r waveform(s)

and/or the non- l inea r i ty of the earth-atmosphere system,

the amplitude modulated s t r uc tu r e adopts a regular ly

varying envelope with unique geometrical c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s .

On t h i s b a s i s , d i f fe ren t s t a t e s of a meteorological

parameter whose va r ia t ions in time are amplitude modulated

should be eas i ly detected in time-dependent p lo t s of

the p a r t i c u l a r parameter not only by spec ia l quan t i t a t i ve

techniques but even by the naked eye.

We repor t , in t h i s paper, r e s u l t s of research aimed

a t finding out whether meteorological va r i a t ions keep to

certain definite states and if so how often does inter-

state switching take place at individual locations. Three

different states have been specifically established

theoretically as well as both experimentally ( i .e .

through conventional analysis of records) and by the naked

eye. Evidence is given for the existence of inter-state

switching sequences and suggestions are given for the

possible physical processes which give rise to and

maintain these switching sequences.

2 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

2.1 STATES IN METEOROLOGICAL VARIATIONS

It has been shown in references (1) to (4)

that, subject to certain phase and amplitude adjustments,

the (air or surface) temperature T at a station located

at latitude <t> is given in terms of time t from a certain

reference time as follows:

T(t,«S) »

C(t,f»)J2 (l)

where [ 1+M(t,0)]c (t,<a) represents an amplitude modulated

structure whose carrier signal is represented by C(t,0)

and whose modulating signal is represented by M(t,0)j

and a^, a.^, a , . . . are constant parameters for the

particular location involved. Usually parameter a, is

larger by a sizable margin than any of the other parameters

at least at low latitudes. The constituent components

of M(t,0) are caused by (and hence have periods equal to

those of) the 2 7-day solar rotations, seasonal cycles,

13-months sunspot variations, 11-year sunspot cycle, 35 -

40 year sunspot variations, 80 - 90 year sunspot variations,

the Milankovitch cycles, etcetera. The term C(t,0), on

the other hand, varies with time t in terms of spectra

content and number of sinusoidal (or quasi-sinusoidal)

components (eg. see references (1) to (4) for further

detai ls) .

Consider a specific component in M(t,<S) whose more or

less regular frequency w fulfils the following three

conditions. Firstly the next lower frequency (NLF) in

any component of M(t,0) is variable but is generally

related to w through a sufficiently small multiplicative

factor, that is, it should be less than about ̂  w_,



It should be borne in mind that any frequency that is

within 90% to 100% of WQ is considered in this case as

undistinguishable from the la t ter . Secondly the next

greater frequency (NGF) in any component of M(t,0) is

generally related to w through a sufficiently large

multiplicative factor, typically larger than 6. Thirdly

the amplitudes at the NLF should vary with time while

those corresponding to the NGF should be smaller than

those corresponding to frequency wQ. Looking at the

particulars of the components in M(t,0), i t is clear

that WQ suitably represents the frequency of the seasonal

cycle. Therefore, whenever we hereinafter mention

frequency w , we shall indirectly be referring to the

frequency of the corresponding seasonal cycle.

We can, on the basis of the possible variations

represented by C(t,0) as well as the non-linearity of the

earth-atmosphere system, identify three different states

for T(t,0) as well as any related meteorological parameter.

The first state (termed "STATE 1") occurs whenever the

effective components of C(t,0) have frequencies (in Hz)

much smaller than both wQ and the reciprocal of the overall

period of the analysis involved. Besides, the contribution

of the terms at second and higher order powers in eqn. (1)

is assumed to be small compared to that of the f irst

order power term. In this case, C(t,0) is effectively a

constant so that equation (1) may be written as follows:

T(t,0) ~ b1ll + M(t,0)]

3 ̂

J

b 3 t l + M ( t , 0 ) ] . ( 2 )

are constant parameters, and b, iswhere b,, b_, b.,, .

quito large compared to any of the other parameters.

State 1 is typically illustrated in Fig. 1 which shows

that monthly mean air temperature variations at Kigoma

(4° 5 3' S, 29° 38' E) were at this particular state from

1961 up to about 1981. Within the latter period, physical

combinations between seasonal and ~ 11-year solar cycles

seem to have dominated the temperature variations.

Analysis of the whole record using a modified spectral

analysis technique detects presence of an oscillation

at a period of ~38 years which appears to have been

added onto the two cycles just mentioned. Note that

the period of —38 years detected in the data plotted in

Fig. 1 is within the period range of the 35 - 40 year

sunspot cycles which contribute components in M(t,0).

Variations in T(t,0) are said to be in "STATE 2"

when the effective terms in C(t,0) are generally at

frequencies larger than w and that the first order power

term on the right-hand side of eqn. (1) contributes

much more than the second and higher order power terms.

The resultant variations, therefore, take the form of

conventional amplitude modulated waveforms whose

"amplitude versus time" plots display a pattern of nodes

and antinodes as typically illustrated in Fig. 2. Note

that the rapid temperature variations which coincide

with some of the nodes of the latter figure and which are

large enough to go out of the envelope confinement shown

by discontinuous lines are a result of overmodulation

distortions1'2'4.

A third state (called "STATE 2") occurs EITHER under

the conditions that give rise to state 1 OB under the

conditions that give rise to state 2 except that in either

case the second and higher order power terms on the

right-hand side of eqn. (1) generate significant and

non-negligible contribution in comparison with that

generated by the first order power term. Thus the

"amplitude versus time" plots generated from data taken

during state 3 are similar to those generated from data

taken during either state 1 or state 2 except that other

additional variations are superimposed upon the

resultant envelopes. Obviously in the limit that these

additional variations become sufficiently overshadowed

by the remaining (first order) variations, then the

corresponding state 3 would change into either state I

or state 2. 5



Typical illustration of state 3 is given in Fig. 3 which

shows a plot of temperature data from Tanga (5° 5' S,

39° 4' E), a port along the eastern coast of Africa bor-

dering the Indian Ocean. In its more intricate forms,

state 3 incorporates significant distortions and

frequency spreading in meteorological variations to the

extent that it becomes rather difficult to extract from

records or observations adequate physical characteristics

of the meteorological parameters involved. So far we

have proved the existence of three states in meteorological

variations using theoretical analysis and temperature

records. It will be shown in the next section that the

states discussed in the present section also display

themselves clearly in rainfall records.

2.2 INTER-STATE SWITCHING

Our analysis clearly shows that, under certain

conditions which will be mentioned later on in this

section, meteorological variations undergo inter-state

switchings from state 1 to state 2 and vice versa.

Stations whose records display such inter-state switchings

apparently fall into two categories. The first category

includes all those stations whose records display fairly

regular inter-state switching operations at periods of

less than 30 years. Inter-state switching operations

at such stations are typically illustrated in Figs. 4 and

5 which show temperature variations at Hbeya (8° 56' S,

33° 281 E) and Dodoma (6° 10' S, 35° 46' E), respectively.

The switching periods in Figs. 4 and 5 are about 22 years

and 28 years, respectively. The second category includes

all those stations whose records show that inter-state

switching apparently takes place after a(no-switching)

duration of at least 15 years. This implies that if

inter-state switching in any of those stations were

regular, then it would have a period of at least 30 years.

Switching operations in temperature variations at such

stations are typically illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7

which show temperature variations at Arusha {3 22' S,

36° 38' E) and Amani (5° 6' S, 38° 381 E), respectively.

According to Fig. 6, switching from state 2 to state 1

took place in Arusha at about 19 79/80. On the other

hand, Fig. 7 shows that switching from state 1 to state

2 took place in Amani at about 1966/6 7.

It is interesting to note that the inter-state

switching operations evidenced in temperature variations

are also present in variations of other meteorological

parameters. For example, monthly rainfall plots

corresponding to the monthly mean temperature plots in

Figs. 4 and 6 are given, respectively, in Figs. 8 and 9.

It is clear that the switching operations evidenced in Fig.

4 also appear in Fig. 8. Besides, the switching operations

shown in Figs. 6 and 7 can also be noted in Fig. 9 and 10,

respectively. It appears that, for a given location,

either state 1 is accompanied by high rainfall while

state 2 is accompanied by relatively low rainfall (eg.

as at Mbeya (see Figs. 4 and 8)) or state 2 is accompanied

by high rainfall while state 1 is accompanied by relatively

low rainfall (eg. as at Arusha (see Figs. 6 and 9)) or

the onset of state 2 triggers gradual decrease in rainfall

which continues during the existence of the state while the

onset of state 1 triggers a gradual increase in rainfall

which continues throughout the existence of the state

(as at Dodoma (see Figs. 5 and 11)).

The spectral components in M(t,0) whose amplitudes

vary from one cycle to the next seem to be the primary

cause of inter-state switching between state 1 and state

2. Among all these spectral components, we shall single

out and discuss the 11-year sunspot cycle in fair detail.

Let us choose an arbitrary location in the earth-

atmosphere system where, over the duration in which our

subsequent analysis applies, T(t,0) is mostly due to the

first order power terms on the right-hand side of

equation (1). To begin with, we assume that the

variations in T(t,(S) at the chosen location during a

given 11-year sunspot cycle are in state 2.



If during the next 11-year sunspot cycle (NSC) there is

sufficiently weaker solar activity compared to the

previous 11-year sunspot cycle (PSC) then the short-period

components of C(t,0) generated within that cycle (i.e.

the NSC) will be quite small (in magnitude) compared to

the corresponding long-period components of C(t,0) which

will have evolved from the relatively "stronger" previous

cycle. Consequently variations in T(t,#) during the

NSC will be in state 1 rather than in state 2 as in the

PSC. Note that if the solar activity during the NSC were

equal or sufficiently close to the activity during the

PSC, then state 1 would most likely appear during the

NSC or a mixture of both states 1 and 2 would appear

during the NSC. Now suppose that the NSC which is in

state 1 is followed by a more active 11-year sunspot

cycle (MASC) during which the solar activity is sufficiently

stronger than it was during the NSC. Then the short-

period components of C(t,s») generated within the MASC will

be much larger in magnitude than the long-period

components which will have evolved from the NSC. Consequently

variations in T(t,«S) will switch into state 2 during the

MASC. Note that if the solar activity during the NSC was

equal or sufficiently close to the solar activity

during the MASC, then either there would most likely be

state 1 during the MASC or there would be a mixture of

states 1 and 2 during the MASC. Certainly some local and

environmental factors may, to certain extents,

positively or negatively influence the physical conditions

mentioned above as being responsible for switching

between state 1 and state 2. However, the role played

by one or more of the components in M(t,0) having variable

amplitudes is apparently inevitable. Therefore, any

regular switching between state 1 and state 2 has a period

approximately equal to twice that of the particular

component in M(t,0) primarily causing it. On the basis

of the account given above, it can be deduced that among

the possible causes of regular switching between state

1 and state 2 are the following com>onents of M(t,0):

8

the 11-year sunspot cycle (which gives rise to switching

operations at periods of about 22 years), and beat

oscillations resulting from a mixture of the 11-year and

35 - 40 year sunspot cycles (which give rise to switching

operations at periods of about 30 - 32 years). It

appears that the inter-state switching illustrated in

Fig. 5 is possibly caused by the latter especially since

corresponding rainfall variations seem to be considerably

influenced by oscillations at a period quite close to

the 30 - 32 years range mentioned above (Fig. 11).

The most likely cause of the inter-state switching

processes illustrated in Fig. 4 is the 11-year solar

cycle. This conclusion fits very well into the account

given above regarding possible physical causes of inter-

state switching between state 1 and state 2. For example,

the state 1 displayed in Fig. 4 from about 196 2 up to

about 19 73 mostly coincides with solar cycle 20 whose

activity was much weaker than that for the preceding

cycle 19. Besides, the state 2 displayed in Fig. 4

from about 1973 up to about 1983 mostly coincides with

solar cycle 21 whose activity was quite greater than that

for the preceding cycle 20.

As can be deduced from previous contents of this

section, meteorological records which are characterised by

~22-year inter-state switching will strongly show

variations at a period of about 22 years and hardly any

variations at a period of about 11 years. This is quite

consistent with past observations that stations

displaying strong meteorological variations at a period

of about 22 years hardly display significant variations at

periods of about 11 years. Perhaps one of the greatest

contributions of this paper is to throw more light into

the physical causes of the double sunspot cycles

observed in climatic data as well as to make available

some analysis through which some of the meteorological

g



changes which have been noted to accompany these double

sunspot cycles may be accounted for. For example, it

had not been known earlier why rainfall at certain places

in South Africa, Australia, USA and Brazil correlates

with the double sunspot cycle in such a way that the

rainfall passes through a maximum at one sunspot cycle

and a minimum at the next . This observation may now

be explained as follows. If we look at the analysis

given earlier in this paper, it becomes clear that a place

(strongly) influenced by double sunspot cycles is most

likely characterised by regular inter-state switching

between states 1 and 2. Now since for a given place one

of the latter states is accompanied by high (or increasing)

rainfall while the other state is accompanied by relatively

low (or decreasing) rainfall, we should expect that the

rainfall at such a place would pass through a maximum at

one sunspot cycle and a minimum at the next. Similarly,

an explanation can be made up as to why the 2 2-year cycle

appears to exert an influence on drought occurrence in

the USA, with a tendency for droughts at every second

sunspot minimum .

3. CONCLUSION

We have described three d i f f e r e n t s t a t e s (namely,

s t a t e 1, s t a t e 2 and s t a t e 3) in which meteorological

va r i a t ions are expected to be. Proof for the exis tence of

these s t a t e s has been given on the bas i s of ac tua l

meteorological records . The basic causes of the th ree

s t a t e s are some of the cons t i tuen t components of M(t,(S)

for the particular station or location involved. Included

in the latter components is the 11-year solar cycle.

Under physical conditions explained in the text, inter-

state switching between two or more of the states takes

place. In certain places, the 11-year solar cycle gives

rise to regular inter-state switching between state 1

and state 2 at a period of about 22 years. This type of

inter-state switching appears to contribute to the existence

of double sunspot cycle variations in meteorological

parameters at different places as mentioned in the text.

10
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Moreover, since one of states 1 4 2 is accompanied by high

(or increasing) rainfall while the other state is accompa-

nied by relatively low (or decreasing) rainfall, places

whose rainfall is correlated with the double sunspot cycle

should expectedly pass through a rainfall maximum at one

sunspot cycle and a rainfall minimum at the next sunspot

cycle as widely observed.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG. 1: A plot of monthly mean air temperature at

Kigoma (4° 5 3' S, 29° 38' E) from 1961 up

to 1989 (solid l ine) . The latter i s subjected

to variations that effectively shape i t into a

variable envelope which has been sketched above

using discontinuous l ines . Locations of sunspot

minima are shown by arrow-headed l ines .

FIG. 2: A plot of monthly mean 15.00 local time (LT)

air temperature at Tabora (5° 5' S, 32° 50' E)

from 1952 up to 1989 (solid l ine ) . The latter

is amplitude modulated to form a modulated

envelope represented by discontinuous l ines .

Locations of sunspot minima are shown by arrow-

headed l ines .

FIG. 3: A plot of monthly mean 15.00 local time (LT)

air temperature at Tanga (5° 5' S, 39° 4' E)

from 1960 up to 1989 (solid l ine ) . The latter

is amplitude modulated to form a modulated

envelope represented by discontinuous l ines .

FIG, 4: A plot of monthly mean 15.00 local time (LT)

air temperature at Mbeya (8° 56" S, 33° 28" E)

from 1963 up to 1988 (solid l ine ) . The latter

is amplitude modulated to form a modulated

envelope represented by discontinuous l ines .

Locations of sunspot minima are shown by

arrow-headed l ines .

FIG. 5: A plot of monthly mean 15.00 local time (LT)

air temperature at Dodoma (6° 10* S, 35° 46" E)

from 1951 up to 1989 (solid l ine) . The latter

is amplitude modulated to form a modulated

envelope represented by discontinuous l ines .

Locations of sunspot minima are shown by

arrow-headed l ines .
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FIG. 6: A plot of monthly mean 15.00 local time (LT)

air temperature at Arusha (3° 22' S, 36° 38' E)

from 1951 up to 1988 (solid line). The latter is

amplitude modulated to form a modulated envelope

represented by discontinuous lines. Locations

of sunspot minima are shown by arrow-headed lines.

FIG. 7: A plot of monthly mean 15.00 local time (LT)

air temperature at Amani (5° 6* S, 38° 38' E)

from 1960 up to 1989 (solid line). The latter

is amplitude modulated to form a modulated

envelope represented by discontinuous lines.

Locations of sunspot minima are shown by arrow-

headed lines.

FIG. 8: A plot of Monthly rainfall at Mbeya from 1962

up to 19 88 (solid line). Discontinuous lines

have been fitted along the points representing

highest monthly rainfall per year. This fitting

is not sensitive to variations at periods not

exceeding ~3 years.

FIG. 9: A plot of monthly rainfall at Arusha from

1960 up to 1988 (solid line). Discontinuous

lines have been fitted along the points

representing highest monthly rainfall per

year. This fitting is not sensitive to

variations at periods not exceeding ~6 years.

FIG. 10s A plot of monthly rainfall at Amani from

1960 up to 1990 (solid line).

FIG. 11: A plot of monthly rainfall at Dodoma from

1943 up to 1985 (solid line). Discontinuous

lines have been fitted along the points

representing highest monthly rainfall per

year. The fitting is not sensitive to variations at

periods not exceeding — 6 years,
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